
Dear Tony, 	 4/30/89 

Your letter of the14th., postmarked the 17th, got here yesterday. Perhaps the delay 

is from youriuse of the wrong zip number, 23701 rather than 21701. In any event, it dis-

turbs Me in two ways. You said you'd be in this country the week that ended yesterday, 

unless you consider that the weeks end on Sundays, and during the week would have my 

transcribing machine returned by hand or would return it yourself. I've not heard a word 

from you and do not have the machine, Then you misrepresent our agreement still another 

time and say you've not heard from me about it when I did write you about it, with a copy 

to Jim, and my letter was not returned although I never fail to have a return address. If 

you'd like I can dig it out and send it to you, You misrepresent our agreement, whichlen 

abrogated by not keeping it. 

It has been a considerable problem not having that m4chine. iiith the appearance of 

a series of books seeking to commercialize the 25th anniversary of the JFK assassination, 

Dave drone asked me to-provide him with commentaries on theis- Tor the histfical record.:/ 

did. Only not having .the machine I had to aneotate the hooka themselves. his  was awkilard 

because as you. know'“m not able to sit at a desk as others:!44.'Vhad-to holdthebOoke 

with my left hand, in the air, and write on than. Am4 I begin With terrible:han4Writing,, 

I did this with four books. But that mezt there was onfithe one copy of this commentary, 

the annotated book itself. 6o, with the fifth, I took much extra time to sit with my type-

writer to the left of my elevated legs while I leaned to the right to use the book. With 

my vision that meant a contortion. But at least today I'll be able to make copies. 

0.1 would not have been able to transcribe anything from the middle of January 

until the middle of this month, but before 1/15 she could have completed what I did on 

at least two books, maybe the third, and during tie past two weeks she could have done 

what she'd not been able to do and there,would be the historical record available to 

others that now is not available and won t be unless Dave prepares it from my annotations. 

Sure, I could have gone out and bought another transcribing unit. It would have 

cost about hald of my monthly Social 'oecurity check. But I have no other income and have 

other needs for that check. “nd t  might have had machines on which the counters do not 

coincide and a machine for which I'd have had no other use. 

You borrowed it when you first came here to work on your "oover book not to keep 

and use it all the time you'd be here but to determine whether or not it would save time 

for you and Cathy. When I knew you' 	going back to "reland I asked about its return 

several times and was assured it wo d be returned. Cathy had planne to visit us before 

she left but you keirt'her busy until the last minute so she couldn) .ething elseTilas 

alwaYs more important than keeping your word. You did make it impossible for Cathy to -- 

come and bring the:machine with her and you could have left it with Jim if you'd been at 

all concerned swath its return. 

I am well aware of the demands of self-imposed intensity and dedication to the job 

at hand but from extensive personal experience I also know that the most single-minded 

dedication does not prevent keeping ones word and I think you'll find nobody who can e 

tell you'I did not. When you are my age perhaps you will come to appreciate how much this 

can mean to you. And that the work need not suffer from it.(Especially if you have an 

ulcer, as I do and 3'im,said you also do. They don't like being agitated and can tell us so.) 

Since you were here I've had eye surgery (when I could have used that machine!) and learned 

I now also have a leaking heart valve. But my sleep comes with remarkable promptness and 

is undisturbed. It is good, please understand what may appear to be avuncular, not to be 

troubled by what need not trouble us and we can see to it does not. And each free'and extra 

day is so much better for it!' 

I address the other matter beginning with your words,"I have not received a letter 

from you changing our agreement about the ping material, and hope you will maidisms 

permit me to continue working with it. Unless I hear from yog Ifixamomommuumtglistizimcpimmuebni 

(see the pk:c problem I had with the last book when I have to read what is to my right when 

I type - twomistakes here), I will -as we Originally planned - let you see the reye4ant 



paragraphs as soon as they are written." 

I did write you, got no response or, as I say above, the return of that letter, 
I have,not cigged our agreement and as you know, you did not perform on it, and when I 
wrote you I told you so. I gave it some thought and decided that there were a few areas 
in which I would relieve you of your obligation to make no use at all of any of what I 
told you unless you got me a book deal and an assistant who could make my work possible 
and I specified them. 

as I think I told you. I never hsear,crom Sterling Lord. I did get a phone call 
from a man who said he worked for Lord 1.U.4"'iat&n Lord returned iYabout a, week I'd 
hear frop him. I didn't. ALnd haven't. 	all t t remains gig4P egrAement is your 
8tilltinato preserve the confidentiality of what I told you. 

We did not agree after Lord's disenterest for you to use *Was material. : Xour 
words are "as we originally planned.'.' You did not even discuss this Wit,4*04;Instes4 YOu 
wrote me that it,wa4,S:y0ttr intention and the letter4ou say you. 4in:pet7  i is specific 
in telling you I did'not and do not) agree to yonPusing this 

Given the history I now do not vent you to use those,:thingRj'said.inths ;!1! 
you say you did not get you might use, 

a404 I donft want any of it geed. That was and is our agreement, the only agreement 
*ad I expect you to abide by it. We bath have tape recordings of it and if my recollection 
is accurate, this is at the beginning. 

 

 

cc: Jim ;Amer 
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ANTHONY SUMMERS 

Dear Harold, 

I have just received your letter of April 2. I am appalled and very surprised to discover that your machine has still not been returned. During all of last year Kathy and I had a secretary who at the time showed herself to be one of the most able and 
conscientious colleagues I have had the pleasure of working with. When I left for Ireland on 22 December, she had taken on the 
responsibility of doing a number of "clearing-up" tasks. These included major responsibilities like paying outstanding bills,settling up with the landlord and selling my car. The first job to be done was the return of your machine, which I had insisted should be 
brought back to you by hand rather than risking damage in the mail. 

To the consternation of Kathy and myself, we have heard nothing at all from the secretary since Christmas. I therefore have a major problem over materials un-received, and money - at best - unaccounted for. During this problem though, I felt sure that your machine had been returned. It was the only thing on which I had had any news since Jim had passed on a message about it to the secretary early 
in the year, and her response was that the matter was in hand. I therefore felt sure that the package had been returned to you. The 
secretary had been made very much aware that it was her first priority. I have only this week understood fully that the secretary has done none of the jobs she was paid to do. I have, however, established today that the machine is safe and sound, and still at her house. I shall be in the U.S. for a very few days during week beginning April 24, and will that week'have the machine picked up and either drive it to you myself, or send someone with it. 

Once again, I am extremely sorry, but hope you see that events - quite apart from your machine - went out of Kathy's or my control. We both very much value your help and friendship, and I hope my explanation will restore your faith in our integrity. I have not received a letter from you changing our agreement about the King material, and hope you will permit me to continue working with it. Unless I hear from you, I will - as we originally planned - let you see the relevant paragraphs as soon as they are written. 

Meanwhile, the work is proving so monstrous that I am still only just about to wrap up research and start to write the first chapter: 


